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COMING TO
SANTA POD RACEWAY...
a weekend filled
to the brim with anything
'n' everything from the
world of motorcycles!

More info 'n' tickets
available at

WWW.RACEROCKRIDE.COM
Santa Pod Raceway, Airfield Road,
NN29 7XA | 01234 782828
TRADE ENQUIRIES: 01507 529430

*Booking fees apply
** Max. three under 16s admitted per paying adult

Welcome to your Spring issue of the magazine. I
thought I would have problems with content what with
most of our bikes in storage but in true OMC fashion
members have been keeping busy.
We have already started the season with a ride to an
event at Pure Triumph in Woburn (full article inside) and
the Pre-season Workshop run by Andy Olney and Steve
Eaton. There are plenty of events and ride outs for you
all to enjoy this season, along with the Theme nights
which are always very popular.
Many thanks to our valued sponsors and to those of
you who have contributed – your support is greatly appreciated.
Wishing you all a safe and enjoyable season ahead
and please keep those stories and photographs coming ……
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Thursday 9th Feb saw the 12th AGM and
yet again with over 100 members attending Oakley Club it was a very busy evening. It was a sombre start with a minutes silence
being held in tribute to three members, Danny Spain,
Guy Bennett and John Sedgwick who had passed
away, due to illness, in the previous 12 months. Following this the Chair provided an overview of 2016
and plans for 2017.There was no election of Officers
as no persons stood against the existing Officers. So
Roger remains Chair, Bernice remains as Secretary
and Derek as Treasurer. Derek later being re-elected
by the committee as Vice Chair.
The committee had 4 members standing down,
Clive Homan, Roy Singleton, Colleen and Darren

Spencer. Clive having been on the committee for 10
years has been awarded Honorary membership for
his services to OMC. Colleen and Darren had been
the driving force behind the merchandise sales for
the last couple of years which had made a huge difference and they had also been involved in many of
the club activities. All will be missed and I’m sure we
will still see many of them involved in OMC events
in the future.
Last year the committee was running 2 short, however, 6 people stood including 4 previous committee
members, so back to full strength for 2017/18. So a
big welcome to new committee members Richard
Bryce and Gill McBride and a big welcome back to
Paul ”The Beast” East, Keith Russell, Steve and Kirsty
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Eaton.
The chosen charity for OMC was yet again the
EAAA. The Member of the Year Award was won by
OMC’s Magazine and Newsletter Editor Kirsty Eaton. Bouquets were presented to the 2016 Chairman’s Leading Ladies, these being Marion Phillimore
for the fantasy Race Team league, Colleen Spencer
for web merchandise, Kirsty Eaton for the Magazine
and Newsletter and finally Bernie Russell our Secretary.
The Pillock of the Year had a total of 15 nominations for daft things done in the previous 12 months.
There was no outright winner as it was too close to
call, so 4 people were presented with a “Pillock” mug.
These being founder member Rod Atkins for a number of calamities he caused on a trip to France, Mick
Hewitt the club Steward for incidents around the
burglary at Oakley Club in Feb 16 when he kicked
a box in the dark on the driveway only to find out
it was the club safe! Also for leaving a forged £20,
taken over the bar, at home which ended up in his
Grandsons possession who nearly got arrested trying to buy some trainers. Mick Swift for a number of
incidents involving flying bike luggage and finally Mick
Brummell for finding and taking his party of bikers
onto a campsite in France only to find it was a Naturists site with a strict no clothes policy!
Nominations for the AGM 2017 are welcome!
ROGER BAYS (CHAIRMAN)
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Britain’s Most Unique
Enfield Store

Clothing, Accessories,
Demo Bikes & More !!

Quality Used Bikes
In Stock
WE BUY QUALITY
USED BIKES FOR
CASH !£!£!£
Time Served Professional
Mechanics. Tyres, Service
MOT & Repairs
OMC Discounts!!!

01933 665403

Northants NN29 7NH

www.cooperbmotorcycles.co.uk
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The sixth and best curry evening to date
was held as always on the last Sunday of
January and livened up what is usually a
dreary month. Once again, the staff at Indya were
very welcoming and kept us all fed and watered while
we all had fun.
As is expected, the usual quiz took place- this time
the theme was films featuring motorbikes. Most of
the participants clearly spend more time working
on or riding their bikes rather than watching movies
but a few teams did well and the winners were Lizzy
Burraway’s team who named themselves Table 7. For
anyone that is interested the answer to the question
“Which OMC member appeared in the 1980 film
“Silver Dream Racer”, the answer was any one of
Dave Sims, Mo Sims or Keith Russell. Who knew we
had so many film stars in our midst?
This year the entertainment was provided by Gary
Horsman who donated his time to offer Music Bingo
and this proved to be a big hit. Big Gazza as he is
also known was well impressed with the rendition of
each tune by everyone in the room as well as raising

money for the EAAA. The first bingo game was a tie,
won by Dave Higham, Paul Ashford and Barbara Harris.The second game was won by “our Cilla” aka Gill
Mc Gee and apologies, we didn’t record the name
of the winner of the third game. The bingo tickets
were then put into a raffle which was won by Dickie
Galka, Darren Spencer and Paul Ashford. Prizes for
the raffle, bingo and the quiz were donated by Indya,
Oakley Sports and Social Club and OMC members
John and Linda O’Grady from the Cock at Pavenham
– thank you for their generosity.
As well as having a good time, everyone in attendance contributed to the raising of the not too shabby figure of £500 for East Anglia Air Ambulance.We’d
like to thank everyone who attended and we look
forward to next year.
PS Big Gazza also offers a full disco and / or karaoke.
He is available for private bookings at a good rate and
can offer themed nights if required. His phone number is
07989311053
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Stride Out ‘17
By Dickie Galka

32 hardy souls, along with 10 excited
hounds, turned out on Sunday 22nd January for this year’s Stride-out in the chilly
but beautiful sunshine at Turvey.
From there we all enjoyed a good stroll around the
parish of the village, stopping off at Emmaus village
for some much needed refreshment on our way
back and which went down very well.
There would appear to be some dispute as to the
precise length of the walk with reports varying from
under 6 to well over 7 miles but hey! we all had a
good time.
Thanks to all that came with a special thank you to
Phil and Chris Randell for their help in setting this
up and for providing “facilities” for the assembling
throng before the start.

“I can highly recommend a
holiday with Bike
Normandy, it’s about as
stress free as any
motorcycle event could
possibly be; you’ll love it.”

Derek Brown
Oakley MC – Aug 2014

Short Breaks & Longer European Tours since 2003
E-mail; info@bikenormandy.com

Tel from UK; 0033 233 350065
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Grafton Honda
Awarded best bike of 2016, the original
Africa Twin was designed to withstand
thousands of miles of desert and dirt.
Now it’s back to reclaim the Adventure
category it defined back in 1988.
The Africa Twin packs an all-new 4-stroke 1000cc
parallel twin engine. It has the muscle to take on extreme off road environments, offers smooth comfort
for long distance touring, and sprightly agility for the
everyday commute.
The Africa Twin stays true to its Paris-Dakar heritage – equipped with only the most refined technology developed since its debut, and for 2017 is
EURO4 compliant.
Conquer it all at the throttle of the Africa Twin!
Go anywhere
The “go anywhere” approach starts with the en-

gine, which has to perform in off-road situations as
well as on-road long-range touring, and all points in
between. To achieve maximum versatility the Africa
Twin draws engineering inspiration from Honda’s
CRF250R/450R competition machines, and uses
the same materials as the CBR1000RR Fireblade. A
match made in heaven.
Look the part
Following its design theme of “unlimited adventure”, the Africa Twin is styled with minimum bodywork in a tough, lightweight form that offers both
weather protection for the rider and a slim, agile feel.
Dual LED headlights maintain the original’s signature
presence and the seat height adjusts 20mm to either 870mm or 850mm. A large 18.8-litre fuel tank
– coupled with the engine’s fuel efficiency – provides
a range of up to 248 miles.
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Since the beginning of January preparations for the upcoming race season have
been gathering momentum. It was confirmed
before Christmas that I will once again be riding for
the Boast Plumbing team (BPS Racing) on the latest
Ducati 959 Panigale in the Ducati Performance Cup. I
am really pleased with this ride as I can take the momentum from last season on an almost identical bike
and hit the ground running when pre-season testing
kicks off in March.
The 959 Panigale has very little chassis changes with
the only significant difference being the 4mm lower
swing arm pivot position that is designed to give
more edge grip. Given that there is only minor chassis changes we will use exactly the same suspension
settings as we ran on the 899 Panigale last year. The

extra engine capacity provides more horsepower
and torque. The improvement is not expected to be
that noticeable but my hope is that the extra torque
helps the bike pick up early in the rev range and give
a wider power band. Normally expected of a bike
V-twin however the Panigale philosophy is for a high
revving engine which might be good for top end but
not necessarily ride ability.
There is very little that can be modified within
the rules. The fork internals and shock unit can be
replaced, the exhaust end cans can be changed for
Akrapovics and the final drive can be changed to
suit each circuit. Other than that it’s mainly cosmetic
changes and the removal of the ABS system. The engine has not been apart based on feedback that the
959 engines are very well built from the factory so
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no additional checks are recommended for racing.
It’s not only bike prep during the build up to round
1. I’ve been putting in the hours preparing myself
physically and mentally to take on a highly competitive line up which is looking to be the strongest ever
in the Ducati series history. I enjoy on and off-road
cycling as well as running which helps to maintain a
high level of stamina and endurance. Free exercises
(sit-ups, press-ups, squats, burpees etc) are great for
maintaining bike fitness. However the best way to get
fit for riding a bike is to ride a bike.
To keep myself race sharp and bike fit I race pit
bikes in the ever expanding British Minibike Championship. The Winter Series and regular track days are
a great opportunity to ride and race during the winter. The pit bike racing is great fun and the paddock
is very friendly. I race in the Stock 140 class which
is open to 140cc pit bikes with minor modifications

to the engine and is the most popular class. It is also
very competitive and a test for a rider at any level.
I also race a converted Honda CRF150R MX bike
which is the class with the most performance and
attracts many top BSB riders as well as Scott Redding on occasions.The races are held at outdoor kart
circuits all over the UK.
As the season approaches I will focus on my programme to ensure I am as well prepared as possible
when we arrive at Donington Park at the end of
March. I hope to get along to an Oakley club meet
on a Thursday during the season and look forward to
catching up with fellow members. Also, if anyone is at
a BSB meeting this season please feel free to drop by
the Boast Plumbing Team set-up.
Thanks to all at the Oakley Motorcycle Club for
the continued support.
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For members who don’t know about Movember, it’s nothing to do with motorcycling but a fun annual event involving the
growing of moustaches during the month
of November to raise awareness of men’s
health issues such as prostate cancer, testicular cancer and men’s suicide.
The goal of Movember is to change the face of
men’s health.
With a reasonable amount of interest being shown
by some members, OMC thought it would be a good
idea to get a team together and make a competition
out of it. From the starting date of 1st November
contestants could grow facial hair in any shape or
style. The competition would end at the end of November, when a panel of all-female judges would decide the winner. Our thanks to Alison Emery, Jemma
Grayson, Christina Russell and Sue Mant for judging
and making it a very enjoyable evening. Congratulations to Paul East for his well deserved and extremely well groomed moustache, and of course to
everyone who took part.

We also raised £425 for the Movember charity.
BRILLIANT!
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SANTA POD RACEWAY
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• FUN FAIR
STUNT SHOWS • AIR DISPLAYS

BOOK ONLINE NOW!

WWW.SANTAPOD.COM
01234 782828

• *Booking fees apply, advance prices
available until 5pm Friday 19th May –
standard price thereafter online
• Racing from 9.30am each day
• Ticket price per person
• Grandstand seats £7-£10
• ‘Print at home’ ticket facility
• Kids under 16 go FREE (max. 3 per adult)
• Main attractions Sat/Sun/Mon only
• Camping included for ‘multi-day’ ticket
holders
• FREE parking, FREE paddock access
• See website for full T&C’s

Santa Pod Raceway, Airfield Road, Podington, Nr. Wellingborough,

7XA. Signposted From J14/15 M1
OAKLEY MOTORCYCLENorthants
CLUBNN29
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Ticket Type

Advance

Standard

Friday

£12

£15

Gates Open
Fri 8am

Saturday

£32

£40

Sat 8am

Sunday

£32

£40

Sun 8am

Monday

£32

£40

Mon 8am

Sat/Sun

£62

£70

Sat 8am

Sun/Mon

£62

£70

Sun 8am

Sat/Sun/Mon

£67

£80

Sat 8am

All 4 Days

£75

£90

Thu 2pm

HOSPITALITY PACKAGES
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available from £109+vat

Educating the Young
By Phil Randell

This story starts some eight or nine
years ago on an OMC trip to sunny Ireland,
where we met the Crow family: Daddy
Crow (Michael), older, and totally off the
wall son (Daniel) and baby son (Anthony).
All the Crows rode Suzuki GSXR’s of various cc’s at the time.
To cut a long story short, after this trip Anthony
got together with Chris’s daughter Cathy, and their
offspring now go to Kempston Rural School.
OMC got a request some four years ago asking if
we could take some bikes to the school and talk to
the reception year (4/5 year olds) as part of their
project on different modes of transport. These visits have carried on each year, the most recent being
March this year. The children are told about why we
ride motorcycles, both the fun side of the things and

the dangers.
Last year we introduced a colouring competition to
all sixty students with the top three from each class
of thirty winning a chocolate motorcycle and the remainder getting a runners up prize together with a
Think Bike sticker for the parents. We repeated this
again this year and you will see from the winners
that the standard was extremely high. Our judges for
this year’s competition were Derek and Jackie Brown
(our Vice Chairman and his lovely wife.)
Our thanks go to Granddad Crow, who’s been
coming along since we started (shame none of the
children liked his bike), Roger Mant for coming and
taking the photos in some very cold weather, and this
year’s willing volunteers: Pete Hickles, Steve Eaton,
Derek Brown and not forgetting Chris who helps me
put it together each year.
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A SNAPSHOT
East Anglian Air Ambulance (EAAA),
first started in the year 2000, providing paramedic cover by air just one day a
week in Norfolk.
Today, EAAA provides advanced clinical care by
air at scene 365 days a year, from its two bases in
Cambridge and Norwich. Attending patients with
life-threatening or life-changing accidents or medical
emergencies such as road traffic collisions and cardiac arrests. EAAA is not funded by the government
and relies on the generosity of donations from the
people of East Anglia.
EAAA was the first air ambulance charity to get
approval for night Helicopter Emergency Medical
Service (HEMS) operations and for the last six years
has planned to provide a doctor and critical care
paramedic team on every shift.
EAAA’s missions have increased significantly, currently running at over 200 missions per month and
have recently reached a milestone of 20,000 missions.
2016 was full of milestones for EAAA, including: the
delivery of a second new Airbus H145 helicopter,

featuring on the Sky1 programme Air Ambulance ER
and the opening of the charity’s Cambridge operating
base, by Her Majesty The Queen.
Operating in Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Norfolk and Suffolk, EAAA care has no boundaries.Anglia
one and Anglia two (EAAA helicopters) can fly to
anywhere in East Anglia within 25 minutes, treating
patients other emergency services can’t reach.When
necessary flying patients to the hospital appropriate
for their needs, which may not necessarily be the
nearest one.
Based on a population of 3,015,432 people in East
Anglia, it costs just £3 per person per year to fund
this vital service. EAAA’s fundraising target for 2017
is 11.2 million with each mission costing around
£3,500.
Stuart Wyle, Head of Community Fundraising says,
‘We are very grateful to Oakley Motorcycle Club
who have raised a tremendous £28.595.50 from
various events.Your support will help us to keep our
helicopters flying and save lives.’
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Innovative VR motorcycle video ‘Evel on the
Roads’ launched by Central Bedfordshire
Council Road Safety Team
Amanda Grayson

Central Bedfordshire Councils’ Road
Safety Team have launched a 360-degree virtual reality safety video ‘Evel on
the Roads’ to highlight the importance of
positioning and observation on a motorcycle.
‘Evel on the Roads’ is an exciting virtual reality film
that puts the viewer in the rider’s seat, when they
don a special headset. It is hoped the novel use of
the latest technology will help raise awareness of the
dangers on the road and keep bikers safe.The viewer
is also set the challenge of spotting legendary stunt
man Evel Knievel, which helps emphasise how easy it
is to miss what’s happening around you.
The video is narrated by British motorbike legend
and former BBC MotoGP commentator Steve Parrish.The former 500cc British motorcycle champion,
who is a big fan of the video and the initiative, said:
“It’s a really good idea and it’s great to be involved in
the video.
“I have been a motorcyclist for 45 years now and if
something like this is around to make people safer on
the road then I am pleased to help. It’s really good and I
might even learn something myself.”
Senior Road Safety Officer, Amanda Graydon, added: “It’s great to have Steve on board with the project,

which is really exploiting new technology to get our messages across.VR has become really popular and we hope
that is helps to make a difference to keep people safe
on our roads.”
A large number of the motorcycling community including local Motorcycle club, Oakley MC and The
Royal British Legion turned out to the launch of the
film at Pure Triumph,Woburn last week.They had the
chance to view the film first hand and the comments
received were both enthusiastic and positive.
“It highlights the need to be aware that other drivers
may not see you” and “I think everyone ought to watch it”
were just some of the comments received.
You can view the film on www.motorcyclingmatters.org
A site run by Bedfordshire and Luton Casualty reduction Partnership that has all the latest information
for bikers in Bedfordshire.You can find out about advanced training available near you and discover more
about events happening in the region.
For more information contact :
Road.Safety@centralbedfordshire.gov.uk
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Oakley MC members were invited to attend the “Evel on the Roads” event being held by Central Bedfordshire Council,
MKAM and Shoei at the premises of Pure
Triumph in Woburn.
A ride out, first of the season, was arranged. The
forecast was overcast with light showers but this did
not deter our members, we had a great turnout - 32
bikes with 5 pillions!. It was nice to see several new
faces joining in.

thank you all for showing your support and hopefully we will see many more of you that are new to
group riding turning out and making new friends on
the ride outs that OMC provides for you all. It is our
plan this year to offer a mixture of short/medium and
longer distance rides so hopefully something available to cater for all.

This was a fairly short route, meeting at the BP services. The route was around 56 miles taking in a mixture of roads which were well received, over Dunstable Downs and finishing at Pure Triumph,Woburn.
On arrival our members were asked to check out a
video on a road safety campaign being implemented
by Beds Council and give their feedback. Their reward – a Free bacon butty and beverage from the
newly opened “The Pitstop” café which is located in
the Pure Triumph showroom.
Both myself and Andy (your TEC) would like to
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The Secret Language
of the Motorcyclist

Valve Seat Recession, (In Old
Motorcycles).
This goes under a few names such as sunken-valves,
burnt valve seats and masked valves. To clear the
decks I’ll sort out the easy ones first. Sunken valves
are also masked valves. Their opening and closing is
the correct height (as long as the camshaft lobe is
not worn away) but because their seat is so sunken
into the combustion chamber seats, they have to
move an appreciable amount before they actually
open into the cylinder. This ‘masks’ the valve’s action
reducing the amount the cylinder can pull in on the
inlet stroke, and gives the exhaust valve a hard time
trying to get the burnt gasses out. This is a fairly old
type of fault and was caused by the annual de-coke
where over-enthusiastic grinding-in or re-cutting of
the valves wore away the seats too much. As today
we rarely grind-in valves during a de-coke, due to
the much better quality fuel we now have, sunken
seats of this type are rare. However, because we do
not de-coke engines these days, deposits can build
up on the exhaust valve’s stem just below the guide,
and eventually be enough to hold the valve head just
off its seat. This will burn out the exhaust valve quite
quickly. It is easy to cure, by cleaning up the valve
stem. I ‘under-cut’ the valve guide a little to get round
this build up; the stem is then masked against the gasses leaving by the guide in this undercut.
Way back in the Vintage (pre-1926) and Veteran
(pre-1908) periods, cylinder heads had hardened
steel valve-seat inserts as a normal part of their engineering.Though petrol was then of very poor quality, it would burn away the cast-iron of the cylinder
head quite quickly. So valve-seat inserts were the order of the day and why these old bikes cope easily
with unleaded petrol. But by about the 1930s, to be
able to have higher compression ratios and to control pinking by improving (raising) the ‘octane rating’,
Tetra-Ethyl-Lead (TET) was added to petrol.This had
the extra advantage that it also became deposited on
the exhaust valve seat. This was quickly spotted by
manufacturers who found they need not put in expensive valve seat inserts into their cast-iron heads.
This saved an expensive machining operation during

manufacture and right up until the 1980s many petrol
engines in the UK had valves seating directly onto
the cylinder head cast iron. Alas, quite a few bikes
with alloy cylinder heads had cheap cast iron valve
seat inserts as well, not quality carbon steel. So when
TET was banned from the forecourt and we were
given ‘unleaded’ petrol, you either had to have inserts
put into your cylinder head or put an additive into
the tank. Whilst many engines, if not thrashed, will
last many years on the remaining ‘deposits of TET’
on their exhaust valve seats, eventually the valve and
seat begins to burn away with unleaded fuel. This is
because the ‘lead’ on the seat assisted the valve’s
head to get rid of the heat by providing a good surface; once the valve edge was damaged combustion
gasses escaped during the power stoke, eating away
the cast iron.
Way back in the late 1980s, the popular car magazine ‘Practical Classics’ obtained an elderly Austin
1800 front-wheel-drive car which, like the majority
of cars and bikes then, had cast-iron valve seats.They
were to try out the ‘tin balls’ advertised in many
magazines that claimed that by catalytic action valve
seats would be protected. This took in many people
and the magazine added the package to the fuel tank
as per the instructions, and then drove the car at
about 70mph up the M1.The car did not get very far
until its exhaust valve clearances needed attention.
What was happening was the long, fast running of
the engine that had been de-coked and ground in
prior to the test, was burning away the seats causing the valve to sit deeper into the seating and closing up the tappet gaps. This is called ‘pocketing’ of
the valve. They carried on with the test but it was
never completed as the engine became so much
scrap, its exhaust valve seats totally ruined. The ‘tin
ball’ brigade claimed that during WW2 when Russia
was lent Spitfires (it was actually Hurricanes) their
aviation fuel was so poor, the catalytic action of tin
upped the octane rating. They claim this catalyst action also protected the valve seats as no TET was
used by the Russians.Well, both aircraft use the Rolls
Royce Merlin Vee12 piston propeller engine, which is
mostly made of a light alloy of Magnesium; the valve
seats are hardened steel threaded into the cylinder
heads, which points to a bit of rather dodgy sales
talk ( ie, a Merlin does not need to protect its valve
seats). Magnesium alloy is useless as a valve seat. One
suspects the sellers of this ‘snake oil’ hopefully rely
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on the engine being treated having a ‘memory’ of
lead already hammered onto its seats. One also sees
this same tin balls item now being paraded about as
a protection against Ethanol.
If you find you are having to adjust your exhaust
valve gap rather often, then your engine may well be
suffering from its exhaust valve recessing (pocketing)
into the head as its seat burns away. Get steel valveseat inserts fitted asap or you will end up with just
a big lump of scrap metal. If these tin ball additives
really do work (and I’m no chemist so it might well
improve the octane rating) why have engine manufacturers not used them to save money when they
have to go to the extra expense to machined and fit
hardened steel inserts? Whilst the tin balls will cost
you quite a lot, you can in fact do the very same
thing with a few bits of old lead/tin solder dropped
into you tank costing only a few pence.The ‘additives’
some of us use to protect the seats today is a form
of a salt, that melts during combustion and gets deposited on the seats just as TET did. Sadly, TET was
dangerous and affected air quality and rumours of
children’s intelligence is high pollution areas, hence its
demise. We have a similar problem today with diesel
engines, they are better for the ozone layer, but the
particulates are killing humans!
Neil Cairns
Photos-RR Merlin head with screwed-in steel seats.

On Thursday 23rd February 2017 OMC
held its very popular motorcycle quiz
hosted by Dickie Galka Quiz Master. 6
large teams entered with names to conjure with such
as ‘Rusty Trombones’, ‘Combined Union of National
Tree Surgeons II’,The Also Rans’,‘On Our Own’,‘The
Margarets’ and ‘The Muppets’. There were 6 rounds
of questions and 2 picture rounds.The winning score
was 67 which is pretty good out of a possible 90
and the winners of the trophy were ‘On Our Own’.

The runners up were ‘Rusty Trombones’ with 65
points closely followed by ‘The Margarets’ with 64
points. We raised just under £70 for the Air Ambulance. Many thanks to Dickie for the fiendishly
brilliant questions and quiz and Mick and the crew
at OSSC for keeping us fed and watered all evening.
The quiz gave us a good chance to give the grey cells
a good work out and the competitive spirit of our
teams was shown with much good humoured banter
throughout the evening.
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